Get the Focus
Biometra Systems
Perfect for Every Lab

Dedicated to Agarose Gel Electrophoresis
The Compact Family
➤ Robust and safe for everyday use
➤ Multichannel-pipet compatible combs for all tray sizes
➤ Leak-free gel casting with unique „place-and-cast“ systems

Premium Gel Documentation
BDA live
➤ Light-sensitive megapixel CCD camera with excellent optics
➤ Designer darkhood for maximum user convenience
➤ Powerful BioDocAnalyze software

Springtime update of the BioDocAnalyze software – for cutting edge gel analysis!

www.biometra.com
+49 551 50686-0 · info@biometra.com
AAAS, publisher of *Science*, presents:

2009 Annual Meeting

OUR PLANET AND ITS LIFE: ORIGINS AND FUTURES

12–16 February • Chicago

- Probe the evolution of emotions, language, morality, microbes, the universe, and more
- Join leaders who are tackling the climate change crisis and shaping sustainability science
- Get current on how the U.S. elections will affect policy and funding

AAAS wishes to thank the following sponsors and supporters:

In addition generous funding for AAAS Awards is provided by

To learn how your organization can be recognized as a sponsor, contact:

Jill Perla  
AAAS Meetings  
Direct Dial: (202) 326-6736  
E-mail: jperla@aaas.org

Register now and obtain program details at  
http://www.aaas.org/meetings
DNA Sequencing Flowgram: Each bar within the flowgram represents a discrete nucleotide (A, T, C, or G) and the height of the bar corresponds to the number of nucleotides detected. Although the majority of sequencing reads are 400 to 500 bases, the above flowgram represents a sequencing read of 543 bases.

For life science research only. Not for use in diagnostic procedures.

454, 454 LIFE SCIENCES, 454 SEQUENCING, and GS FLX TITANIUM are trademarks of Roche.

Other brands or product names are trademarks of their respective holders. © 2009 Roche Diagnostics. All rights reserved.
Introducing the GS FLX Titanium Reagents

- Obtain sequencing read lengths of 400 to 500 bases.
- Generate more than 1 million sequencing reads per 10-hour instrument run.

Learn more at www.454.com
WAVE Bioreactor is ReadyToProcess

Accelerate your seed train

Speed, efficiency, and ease of use are key to reducing time to clinic. The WAVE Bioreactor™, with its novel rocking motion, is a fast and efficient system for inoculum propagation and cell culture. Scale-up is simple as no passaging is needed – just add fresh media to the Cellbag™.

The WAVE Bioreactor is part of the ReadyToProcess™ platform: ready-for-use bioreactors, filters, prepacked columns and connectivity solutions that help eliminate wasteful practices and put time on your side.

GE Healthcare can connect you to the power of operational excellence.

Learn more about operational excellence at: www.gelifesciences.com/opex
Pure excellence, pure efficiency

QIAxcel and QIAcube

- Automate your spin column preps on the QIAcube
- Eliminate tedious DNA fragment and RNA analysis with the QIAxcel
- Free up your time with automated purification and analysis

Visit www.qiagen.com/goto/PureExcellence for more information!
It's here. Introducing CompoZr™ ZFN technology, a breakthrough that enables simple and efficient genomic editing—exclusively from Sigma Life Science. Zinc Finger Nuclease (ZFN) technology, optimized over the years by Sangamo Biosciences, allows easy creation of novel cell lines and model organisms with precise and heritable gene additions, deletions or modifications. A proven technology with unimaginable potential. Now it's all possible.

The future of genomic research is at your fingertips. Discover the ZFN technology at compozrzn.com
PURExpress™ *In Vitro* Protein Synthesis Kit

A rapid method for gene expression analysis, PURExpress™ is a novel cell-free transcription/translation system reconstituted from purified components necessary for *E. coli* translation. Express a wide range of proteins free of modification or degradation by simply mixing two tubes followed by the addition of template DNA. With results available in only a few hours, PURExpress saves valuable laboratory time and is ideal for high throughput technologies.

**Advantages:**
- **Cleaner system** - lack of endogenous proteases or nucleases eliminates sample degradation
- **Simple analysis** - synthesized protein can often be visualized on a Coomassie stained gel
- **Easy-to-use** - requires the mixing of two tubes followed by the addition of template DNA

PURExpress *In Vitro* Protein Synthesis Kit .......... E6800S

Reactions were carried out according to manual recommendations. Red dot indicates protein of interest. Marker M is the Protein Ladder (NEB #P7703).
Redefining the cell-based assay!

25 years of experience with impedance-based cell assays put into one instrument line!

Measurements are rapid, accurate and highly reproducible. ECIS monitors cell behavior in tissue culture quantitatively and in real time. The ECIS Z & Zθ are the new standard in life sciences for impedance-based quantification of cell behavior in vitro.

To learn more or to demo ECIS visit www.biophysics.com or call 1.866.301.ECIS (3247).

Intuitive, versatile software runs on Mac or PC.

Applied BioPhysics
Quantifying Cell Behavior
Science Careers is the catalyst for your ambition.

Promoting your ambition is what we do. We're your catalyst for connecting with the industry's top employers. We're the experts and source for accessing the latest and most relevant career information across the globe.

Our newly designed website offers a set of tools that help you discover career opportunities and your personal potential. Whether you're seeking a new job, career advancement in your chosen field, or ways to stay current on industry trends, Science Careers is your catalyst for an accelerated future.

Improved Website Features:
- Relevant Job E-mail Alerts
- Improved Resume Uploading
- Content Specific Multimedia Section
- Facebook Profile

Job Search Functionality:
- Save and Sort Jobs
- Track Your Activity
- Search by Geography
- Enhanced Job Sorting

Your Future Awaits.
Learn how current events are impacting your work.

*ScienceInsider, the new policy blog from the journal *Science*, is your source for breaking news and instant analysis from the nexus of politics and science.

Produced by an international team of science journalists, *ScienceInsider* offers hard-hitting coverage on a range of issues including climate change, bioterrorism, research funding, and more.

Before research happens at the bench, science policy is formulated in the halls of government. Make sure you understand how current events are impacting your work. Read *ScienceInsider* today.

www.ScienceInsider.org
Each of your valuable samples deserves the best treatment. See for yourself how the eppendorf Plate® will save time and reduce costs.

Sample loss in plates can be time consuming and expensive. Therefore, the close environment of each sample should be adapted to its specific quality and purity needs. This can involve a specific purity level or the absence of certain substances, but also stability, reliability, or geometry. The eppendorf Plate® is designed to cover all of the specific needs of your samples!

Bring out the best! Eppendorf Microplates:
- Identify wells 30 % faster with the unique OptiTrack® Matrix
- Maximize sample recovery with RecoverMax® well design
- Minimize sample loss with DNA or Protein LoBind quality
- Black or white plates improve sensitivity to fluorescence and luminescence detection

Learn more about Eppendorf Microplates:
www.eppendorf.com/microplates

Make the best of it!
Top quality for your sample.
LIFE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGIES

New Products Focus: Essential Lab Equipment

Gradient Thermal Cycler
The TC-3000G gradient thermal cycler enables eight different temperatures to be tested simultaneously within a small footprint of 17 cm by 33 cm. The instrument offers two easily interchangeable block options. The 48-well thermal block is arranged to provide eight columns for temperature optimization and six rows for optimizing reagents and primer concentrations. Annealing temperatures can be optimized over a 15°C gradient between 20°C and 80°C with a fast heating rate of 3.3°C per second. The system can help optimize annealing temperatures for polymerase chain reactions particularly in life science and molecular biology laboratories with insufficient throughput to justify the expense of a 96-well gradient system. A thermal block option of 30 x 0.5 ml offers significantly greater capacity than the usual 12 or 20 tubes.

Bibby Scientific
For information +44-(0)844-936-0234
www.bibby-scientific.com

Sample and Chemical Storage and Retrieval
The comPOUND system is for the storage and retrieval of chemical compounds and biological samples. It offers flexible storage capacity with high-speed cherry-picking to select library subsets. It can deliver any sample in 5 seconds. Sample integrity is maintained through a hermetically sealed storage chamber with an inert nitrogen atmosphere kept at -20°C. Tracking is performed using a barcode on each microtube. The system’s innovative use of pneumatics allows samples to be delivered up to 15 meters away. Multiple modules can be connected to expand libraries, with units connected in parallel, so tubes can be accessed from all connected modules at the same time. The modular design allows expansion to up to 1.2 million samples.

TTP LabTech
For information +44-1763-262626
www.ttplabtech.com

DNA Purification and Sequencing
The BioCel platform is a sample processing system for assembling genomics reactions, dispensing samples for compound preparation, or processing biological samples in screening applications. It is available in three different sizes with various options for enclosures and environmental control. With the addition of the high-speed VPrep precision pipetting system, the BioCel becomes an automated system for DNA purification and sequencing. The VPrep’s ability to perform complex pipetting sequences while delivering high throughput overcomes the problem of the long and complex pipetting protocols needed for DNA preparation. The BioCel system is capable of this demanding application thanks to its powerful dynamic scheduling software, flexible liquid handling options, high-speed central robot, and ability to integrate third-party instruments. The combination of the BioCel and the VPrep can provide unprecedented throughput for DNA purification and sequencing.

Velocity11
For information +44-1763-269110
www.velocity11.com

Real-Time PCR System
The BioMark Real-Time PCR System for high throughput genetic analysis performs on-board thermal cycling and fluorescence detection. The Biomark system integrates thermal cycling and detection of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assays. It acquires data for each reaction chamber of the integrated fluidic circuit (IFC) chip simultaneously and can operate in either end-point or real-time detection mode. It includes integral data collection and data analysis software for genotyping, digital, and real-time PCR. Powerful real-time PCR analysis software displays the analyzed data in multiple formats, including color-coded maps of every reaction chamber on the IFC chip, amplification curves, and numeric tables. Because the system is designed for proprietary licensed 5’ nuclease assays, laboratories can easily switch to dynamic arrays and digital arrays for PCR while continuing to use trusted reagents and protocols.

Fluidigm Europe
For information +33-44-259-3861
www.fluidigm.com

Refrigerated Microcentrifuge
The Prism R refrigerated microcentrifuge is less than 11 inches wide. Programming and operation are simple, through one control knob and a large LCD. The brushless motor can achieve a maximum speed of 13,500 rpm/17,133 x g. The refrigeration system can cool the centrifuge to 4°C in less than eight minutes. The Prism R is supplied with a 24-place rotor for 1.5/2.0 ml tubes. Adapters are available for smaller tubes. A unique StripSpin rotor for polymerase chain reaction strips is available. The unit’s vibration-free isolation system helps in achieving smooth and quiet operation. Other features include momentary spin and imbalance detection.

Labnet International
For information 888-522-6381
www.labnetlink.com

Electronically submit your new product description or product literature information! Go to www.sciencemag.org/products/newproducts.dtl for more information.

Newly offered instrumentation, apparatus, and laboratory materials of interest to researchers in all disciplines in academic, industrial, and governmental organizations are featured in this space. Emphasis is given to purpose, chief characteristics, and availability of products and materials. Endorsement by Science or AAAS of any products or materials mentioned is not implied. Additional information may be obtained from the manufacturer or supplier.
From the publishers of Science, Science Signaling, formerly known as Science's STKE, now features top-notch, peer reviewed, original research. Each week the journal will publish leading-edge findings in addition to the current features, including Perspectives, Reviews, Protocols, Meeting Reports, Book Reviews, Teaching Resources, and the Database of Cell Signaling.

Science Signaling showcases high-impact research in cellular regulation in such fields as molecular biology, development, immunology, neuroscience, microbiology, physiology and medicine, pharmacology, biochemistry, cell biology, bioinformatics, and systems biology. Submit your research that provides new concepts and new understanding of biological signal transduction for consideration.

Subscribing to Science Signaling ensures that you and your lab have the latest cell signaling resources. From basic science to design of therapeutics, from molecules to networks and systems design, read the best source – Science Signaling.

Submit your paper to: sciencesignaling.org/about/help/research.dtl
Double the Precise, not the price:
Get two gels for the price of one.

Thermo Scientific Precise Protein Gels are cast in a durable plastic cassette using a neutral pH buffer that prevents poly-acrylamide breakdown. The gels are individually packaged and are ready to run with no comb or tape to remove. They are available in both gradient and fixed-concentrations and in 10-, 12- and 15-well formats.

Highlights:
• Easy-to-load, large-volume wells with durable plastic dividers
• Long shelf life – 12-month guarantee ensures consistent performance
• Easy to open – no need for special tools
• Short run time – 45-minute run time provides results quickly
• 1 mm thick gels stain quickly and with high sensitivity using coomassie, fluorescent and silver stains

Visit www.thermo.com/pierce or call 800-874-3723 or 815-968-0747 for details (offer expires 3/31/2009).